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llömspeakers there isn't a hint of noise coming through the tweeters, assuring that even cartridges with 
ffie lowest of output will perform at their maximum. 

Inputs and outputs are fully balanced, assuring the most bandwidth and the least noise, as with all 
Boulder cornponents. They suggest a balanced tonearm cable, if you don't already have one, and also 
supply a pair of their own high quality balanced input adaptors if you feel the need to stay RCA on the 
turntable. Thanks to a pair of Cardas Clear tonearm cables, one balanced and one not, there is still a 
benefit to be had by going balanced in, but if you do have to stick with the factory supplied adaptors, the 
508 still gives up little quarter when playing back even the quietest LPs. The balanced output offers 
another benefit; it will drive a very long run of cable, so if you'd like to place your 508 and turntable in 
a rnore convenient and picturesque spot, it's easy to do so. We did just this, putting it way across the main 
listening room, through a 35-foot pair of Cardas Clear interconnects - the 508 had no problem driving 
our reference system whatsoever. 

This might be your last 

If the Boulder 508 phono stage is your first phono stage, you might not appreciate just how good 
it indeed is, and what an incredible value it represents. If you're a somewhat seasoned analog 
enthusiast, who thought this level of sound was out of your reach and can work with a single 
input and limited adjustability, raise your fist in the air. 

Nothing else we've ever reviewed comes close to the Boulder 508 in sheer sonic prowess 
for $5,000. Like every other Boulder product I've ever heard, the 508 does an incredible 
job of achieving what I consider perfect neutrality. It doesn't sound like tubes, 
transistors, JFETs, anything. It just lets the music pass through. If this sounds like 
your little slice of heaven, get down to a Boulder dealer and audition the 508. 
I suspect you will be as smitten as I am. 

Though the bulk of the review listening was done in system two 
(listed below) putting the 508 in my main reference system proves 
equally enthralling. Stepping up from the Luxman/Kiseki 
combination to the Brinkmann Bardo/RoNT/Koetsu Jade 
Platinum and the Grand Prix Audio Parabolica/TriPlanar/ 
Atlas tables still has the 508 delivering class-leading 
performance. 

In addition to giving the Boulder 508 one of our 
Exceptional Value Awards for 2018, and thinking it's 
quite possibly the best value in money no object phono 
stages ever, I have purchased the review sample and plan 
on living with this for years to come, maybe decades. Only a 
company like Boulder that handles every aspect of production 
from start to finish in-house (and they are one of a very short list 
of companies in the world that do) could make something this 
incredible for this price. Highly recommended. 
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